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Learn what a Hosted CRM system can do for you and understand
what issues you should consider during your decision-making process.
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Executive Summary
Today’s Customer Relationship Management (CRM) solutions aim to
recapture the personalized customer service provided by local momand-pop shops of yore – except with high-tech-analytics capabilities,
collaborative platforms and automated processes. By gathering
information from multiple data sources and storing it in a centralized
location, a hosted CRM solution provides a holistic view of a customer in
real time. Armed with this insight, a company’s management, sales and
service people can better generate leads, target top customers, manage
marketing campaigns, drive sales and boost customer satisfaction.
The bottom line with hosted CRM solutions is that they provide an
efficient way for businesses to bolster customer loyalty while reducing
operating costs and increasing overall profitability. In this Buyer’s Guide,
you will find details on what to look for, how to buy, what you can
expect to pay, and how to derive the most value from your hosted CRM
investment.
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Hosted CRM Overview
A CRM solution is a software application that allows users to access
important data, ranging from a customer’s account balance to past
purchases, through a single source in real time. Beneficial to countless
departments within a business, most CRM solutions include these
primary applications:
•

Sales Force Automation: Empowers sales representatives with
immediate insight into customer buying patterns; helps managers
better forecast future sales; allows companies to adjust production
cycles based on real-time sales figures; enables accurate assessment
of the sales team’s performance.

•

Marketing: Helps marketing executives better manage and design
campaigns, adjust budgets, link revenue to specific advertising
initiatives, create targeted campaigns, and assess campaign results.

•

Service and Support: Enables businesses to provide prompt
customer service, accurate product support, call-center service and
proactive IT help-desk assistance.

•

Analytics: Generates real-time, graphical and customized reports so
that businesses can better allocate resources, gain strategic insights
and optimize enterprise performance.
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Hosted vs. On-Premise CRM
There are two primary types of CRM solutions for businesses: hosted CRM
and on-premise CRM. Hosted CRM (also known as ‘on-demand CRM’)
entails a company outsourcing a portion or all of its CRM functions to
an ASP (application service provider). Unlike licensed on-premise CRM
software, hosted CRM tools are payable on a monthly basis without
requiring complex implementations or the assistance of an in-house IT
team. The result is a cost-effective solution that promises to deliver a
quick ROI (return on investment), while freeing a company to focus on
its core competencies.
In fact, according to a study from Nucleus Research, more than 80
percent of companies that outsourced CRM achieved a positive ROI. The
study reported that problems with the on-premise CRM model include
high software and consulting costs, ineffective user adoption, and poor
management.
But for all its promises of immediate payback, the hosted CRM model
does have its shortcomings. For one thing, whereas on-premise CRM
solutions can be tailored to the particular needs of an organization, ondemand solutions don’t allow for the same degree of customization.
What’s more, on-premise solutions are easier to integrate into a
company’s existing business processes and applications.
For small- to medium-size businesses, however, the price is right when
it comes to hosted CRM tools. By paying per user per month, a company
can gain access to a sophisticated application in a mere 30 days without
having to burden its IT department or cut off its cash flow. And of
particularly good news to growing companies is the fact that today’s
on-demand CRM solutions are highly scalable and easy to upgrade.
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Market Overview
According to technology market analysts at Forrester, the CRM market
is poised to hit nearly $74 billion in sales in 2007. CRM applications
represent about $21 billion of that market, with services making up
the rest. With so much money to be made, it’s no surprise the CRM
landscape features scores of players, from up-and-comers to industry
stalwarts. Key vendors include Amdocs, PeopleSoft, Salesforce.com and
Siebel Systems, to name a few.
Recently, there has been significant consolidation among vendors,
including M2M Holdings’ acquisition of Onyx Software, Oracle’s gobbling
up of Siebel Systems and CDC’s purchase of Pivotal. And the competition
for midmarket dominance continues. But, with the CRM market for 2007
predicted to grow 11 percent, a handful of hosted vendors are surfacing
as clear winners, according to industry analysts.

With the market for
2007 predicted to grow
11 percent, a handful
of hosted vendors
are surfacing as clear
winners.

Salesforce.com is one such market leader. An early entrant in the ondemand market, the company boasts a subscription-based online
delivery model that is ideally suited to small- and medium-size businesses
– especially those with limited funds and IT resources. Services are
delivered in a very modular manner and, thanks to Salesforce.com’s ondemand Apex platform, its CRM application can be up and running in
weeks or days – a fraction of the time typically required by traditional
client/server CRM software.
Oracle-owned Siebel and its CRM On Demand product promises to
automate, simplify, and manage sales information; provide better
customer service across all customer touch points with a pre-built contact
center; and help marketing managers allocate funds effectively.
Another popular midmarket player is NetSuite, which aims to deliver a
360-degree view of the customer. Highlights of the company’s flagship
product include an order management system that lets salespeople
take real orders from customers, as well as the ability to access customer
purchase histories without requiring complex integrations with an
accounting system.
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And last year, RightNow Technologies acquired on-demand CRM
provider Salesnet – a purchase engineered to leverage Salesnet’s sales
workflow automation expertise. Today, RightNow offers both hosted
and on-premise CRM solutions. By hosting and managing a CRM
application on behalf of a customer, RightNow delivers faster time-tobenefit, greater scalability, lower cost of ownership and reduced project
risk.
According to a new study from market research firm ABI Research, the
global market for hosted services will exceed $34 billion in 2012, of
which the North American portion (where most of the cable operators
pursuing the small business market are located) will amount to $11.6
billion.
Another market research company, In-Stat, believes that strong growth
in hosted VoIP will remain steady and will exceed 3 million seats in
service by 2010. There are currently about 400,000 seats in service in
the U.S., the majority in the small and medium-sized market.
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The Benefits of Hosted CRM
There’s good reason the on-demand model has taken the IT world
by storm in recent years. With its promises of reduced costs and easy
deployment, today’s hosted CRM solutions offer countless benefits
to companies ranging from fledgling businesses to international
enterprises.
Here are just a few of the biggest benefits:
•

Rapid Deployment: Hosted CRM implementations can take as
little as a few days and rarely exceed three months. What’s more,
with an on-demand solution, companies need not invest up-front
time in the planning of hardware and software purchases. An onpremise implementation, on the other hand, can easily exceed 12
months – an awfully long time to wait to get into the CRM market.

•

Easy Upgrades: On-premise solutions often lay claim to a
painstakingly slow product development life cycle, whereas ondemand applications can accommodate the instant deployment of
new versions. Furthermore, product enhancements and upgrades
can occur instantaneously, and hosted CRM applications can be
configured – and reconfigured – quickly.

•

Reduced Costs: Forget about purchasing costly hardware and
ramping up your IT team with highly paid software experts. With
hosted CRM, there’s no hardware to purchase, servers to install or
techies to recruit.

•

Security Safeguards: If today’s hosted CRM vendors want to
survive, keeping their datacenter security up to par is paramount.
End users, on the other hand, have been known to skip software
upgrades and poorly manage their employees’ desktop
installations – all the more reason to trust global industry leaders
with the security of your data.
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Basic Features
For some companies, a step-by-step strategy is the most cost-effective
and efficient path to a hosted CRM deployment. Fortunately, most
CRM solutions are modular enough to accommodate such a piecemeal
approach. Sales-force automation is typically the most popular
application of CRM, followed by analytics and service. The features
found in each of these categories should include all of the following:

Sales-Force Automation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lead management
Contact management
Territory and quota management
Partner management
Opportunity management and forecasting
Sales methodology implementation
Feedback management

Analytics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scheduled reports
Customizable forecasting
Data quality management
Proactive alerts
Custom analyses
Role-based analytics
Comprehensive library of pre-built reports

Service and Support
•
•
•
•

Email response management
Web and voice self-service
Chat
Agent productivity
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Cost
While the price of an on-premise CRM solution can easily run upwards
of $500 per seat, companies can subscribe to an on-demand tool for
as little as $50 per user, per month. But a modest up-front fee isn’t the
only factor helping companies save their hard-earned dollars on a CRM
deployment. A study by Gartner Inc., which looked at the total cost of
ownership of enterprise applications, found that 80 percent of the cost
of deploying and maintaining on-premise applications is not due to
licensing, but to additional costs related to hardware and administration
of the software.
But that’s not all. According to Gartner Inc., through 2010, on-demand
CRM will provide as much as 10 to 13 percent lower five-year total cost
of ownership than on-premise software for moderately complex CRM
deployments.

Eighty percent of the
cost of deploying
and maintaining onpremise applications
is not due to licensing,
but to additional costs
related to hardware and
administration of the
software.

Whether your view is to the long- or short-term, there are a number of
areas where an on-demand CRM solution can cut costs. These include:
•

Front-end Expenses: Thanks to the CRM solution’s on-demand
model, there’s simply no need to purchase hardware, software or
added IT infrastructure to accommodate the introduction of CRM
technology.

•

Manpower: Implementing and maintaining a CRM solution requires
the ongoing expertise of highly qualified IT professionals. By turning
to an ASP, however, a company can save thousands of dollars in IT
manpower and help desk support.

•

Customization Mania: Although criticized for its one-size-fitsall approach to CRM, a standard on-demand CRM tool can spare
a company the price tag – and hassles – that often accompany
application customization.

•

Security: A CRM solution doesn’t have to reside within a company’s
walls to be safe. Rather, today’s hosted CRM solution providers go
to great lengths to safeguard their clients’ data. And that’s good
news to businesses unwilling to invest in costly security controls
and experts.
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Hosted CRM Checklist
What to ask before you buy.
Before talking to a CRM vendor, you will need to know the following
information about your current situation:
r How many employees are in your organization?
r Will your company be in growth mode over the next five years?
r How quickly are you looking to deploy a CRM solution?
r What are your total CRM project cost limits?
r Do you have the in-house IT resources to support an onpremise solution?
r What degree of customization are you expecting from a CRM
application?
r Do you have the safeguards in place to securely manage inhouse datacenters?
r How could you benefit from an in-depth view of your sales
pipeline?
r How could your salespeople be better managing customer
relations?
r How can you improve your customer-support services and
activities?
r How easily can you generate forecasting reports?
r How effectively are you targeting top customers?
r How effectively are you allocating your people, budgets and
resources?
r How quickly are you responding to customer inquiries?
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Conclusion
Purchasing, implementing and maintaining a hosted CRM solution
may be a relatively hassle-free endeavor, but it’s not the end of the
road. Making a technology available is one thing; driving adoption of
the solution among employees and creating processes to support its
capabilities is a whole other ball game.
Said Tim Hickernell, an Info-Tech Research Group senior analyst: “In the
end, it’s about process. If you don’t have your sales, your service, your
marketing processes in place, I don’t care if the software is on-demand
or if the software is on-premise, it’s not going to be utilized fully.”
Certainly, failing to get the most from your CRM investment is wasted
money. But the real bottom line is that, in today’s highly competitive
marketplace, companies simply can’t afford to alienate their customers.
While American businesses experience between 20 and 50 percent
customer turnover annually, it costs about five times as much to attract
a new customer as it costs to keep an old one. Maintaining customer
loyalty through a hosted CRM solution can mean the difference between
success and failure.
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How to improve close rates and average deal size with the right CRM solution and features.

10 Hosted CRM Features That Will Help You Build
Customer Loyalty
Hosted CRM solutions are not all created equal. Some cater to a company’s sales force
automation needs, while others focus on marketing campaigns and forecasting. There
are vendors that offer both hosted and on-premise CRM tools, and those whose bread
and butter is strictly delivering on-demand offerings. But regardless of a solution
provider’s area of expertise, all of today’s CRM solutions should include the following
features:
Lead Management: Lost revenue is often a result of allowing prospects to fall
through the cracks. With lead management, however, every lead is promptly routed
to the right salesperson. What’s more, leads can be tracked and managed through
the entire sales cycle, from initial identification to final sale.
Feedback Management: By capturing customer feedback across all channels of
communication, salespeople can capture a better understanding of the needs,
wants and buying patterns of their customers. Furthermore, armed with feedback
from countless touch points, a company can establish the processes required to
deliver an optimum customer experience.
Order Management: When more than one department plays a part in processing
an order, the margin for human error grows, as does the mound of paperwork. With
order management, however, quotes are easily converted to orders, modified and
saved in a single system.
Territory Management: Keep your sales reps from stepping on each others’ toes
with territory management, which easily creates sales territories and manages
territory-based processes with workflow rules and reports.
Email Management: One surefire way to anger your customers is by failing to
respond to their emails. These days, email correspondence is used to log complaints,
issue requests and offer feedback. Fortunately, email management can chronicle
customer-related communications with automated tracking of customer emails. As
a result, emails can be responded to in a timely fashion, and end users can establish
alerts if a message has not been handled within a predetermined time frame.
continued
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Contact Management: When it comes to staying on top of your customers,
Microsoft Outlook is simply not enough. That’s why most CRM solutions include
a contact-management component to provide employees with a complete,
360-degree view of their customers. Sales reps can view all contact and account
information, as well as a customer’s purchasing history, from a central location.
And reps can better manage their to-do lists by establishing alerts notifying them
of upcoming tasks and events so that each customer is treated in an individual
manner.
Reporting: From standard templates to heavily customized documents, CRM tools
can generate detailed reports featuring contact information, opportunity pipeline
information, lead-status analyses and specific customer case studies. In the end,
these reports are an ideal way to organize a company’s collection of customer
information and insights.
Opportunity Management and Forecasting: Don’t promise what you can’t deliver.
Opportunity management and forecasting provides a complete view of the sales
and production pipeline so that businesses can accurately and quickly handle the
orders they’re generating.
Marketing Campaign Analysis: How do you know if you’re getting the bang for
the buck you’ve invested in a marketing campaign? CRM solutions can help monitor
and analyze your advertising efforts, from trade shows to direct mail, so that every
marketing dollar spent is spent wisely.
Marketing Revenue Tracking: So positive customer feedback isn’t enough to
convince upper-management that a costly marketing campaign produced results?
With marketing revenue tracking, a company can identify the marketing activities
that generate the most sales revenue by directly linking every sales dollar back to
its related campaign.
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Vendor

Salesforce.com

RightNow Technologies

NetSuite

Oracle

Entellium

Solution

Salesforce CRM, Enterprise Edition

RightNow CRM, Enterprise Edition

NetSuite CRM

Siebel CRM On Demand, Enterprise
Edition

eSuite

$125 per user, per month

$100 per user, per month

$79 per user, per month for NetSuite
CRM

$70 per user, per month

Custom quotes available
with Web site registration

* Single, cohesive data repository
that's updated automatically in real
time so you're always current on key
interactions and activities.
* Powerful analytics let you monitor
sales activity to make sure reps keep
up with current accounts

* Intuitive navigation
* 360-degree view of customer
* Context-driven menus
* Workflow management
* Open, Java and .NET based
platform for easy customization

* Automated customer incidents
originating as service requests,
complaints and other types of
information requests
* Unlimited service queues
* Agent can access all customer
interactions in a single location

Features
Pricing per User

Sales Force Automation * Point-and-click customization that
fits the way you sell
Features
* Real-time analytics empower your
business to make better decisions
* Instant global deployment for
offline and online use

Service and Support
Features

Marketing Features

* AppExchange Service and Support
directory of add-on apps
* Self-service portal allows users to
share their expertise with customers
online
* Case queues let multiple agents
take responsibility for each type of
case, ensuring quicker response and
resolution
* Email-to-case functionality
automatically creates cases in
Salesforce.com based on messages
sent
to designated
email addresses
* Integrated
marketing
and sales
application with automated lead
conversion
* Real-time analytics to measure and
optimize campaigns for best results
* Multichannel campaign
management and analysis for a
complete marketing solution

* Compare sales pipeline and forecasts
today versus prior periods with historical
trending reports
* In-line, role-based reports and
dashboards provide sales intelligence

$129 per user, per month for NetSuite
CRM+, which unlike NetSuite CRM, also
includes partner-relationshipmanagement and order-management
capabilities
* Track multiple sales users on
customer records and sales transactions
* Calculate and pay commission to
multiple sales users on a deal
* Track the revenue earned by all
members of the sales team, not just the
sales reps

* Use of a single knowledge base across
all channels ensures customers always
receive consistent, accurate and up-todate information
* With Web and voice self-service,
customers can locate the specific
information they need through a
combination of keywords, natural
language queries and category-based
browsing

* Self-service portal communication
lets users post service issues, place new
orders or view their order histories
* Reduce call-center activity, such as
manually routing calls, with the
NetAnswers Knowledge Base
* Automated case management and
email notification ensure that everyone
stays in the loop, and consequently, that
the customer receives only top-notch
service.

* Service-assessment scripts
improve service quality
* Agent access to a centralized
knowledge base helps employees
quickly look up solutions and resolve
service issues in one call

* Generate emails that can include
trackable links, graphics, personalized
content and legally mandated opt-out
mechanisms
* Work closely with CAN-SPAM, top ISPs
and other industry groups to stay on top
of their ever-changing opt-in/opt-out
requirements and email-filtering
mechanisms
* Send emails to customers based on
the products they own, the problems

* Maximize email marketing efforts
with target segment creation, creative
development and campaign execution
* Complete tracking and
management for search-engine
marketing campaigns
* The NetSuite Keyword Marketing
Module includes a search-enginekeyword-campaign creation wizard,
keyword-campaign-management
capabilities and pre-built reports

* Instant access to interactive
marketing dashboards, closed-loop
metrics, pre-built and custom analytics,
and lead follow-up analysis.
* A built-in import wizard lets users
directly import leads from
spreadsheets and collect them from
your Web site
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experience with customer-satisfaction
surveys

* Track revenue, sales targets and
more
* Customize sales stages and
processes
* Automated lead distribution
* Document and report automation
* Incident management
* Reporting and forecasting
* Virtual Knowledgebase

Vendor

Centric CRM

SugarCRM

Microsoft

FrontRange

Solution

CRM Hosted Edition

Sugar Professional
Sugar Enterprise

Dynamics CRM

GoldMine Premium

$49.99 per user,
per month

Professional:
$40 per user per month, up to
300 users;

Small Business edition: up to 75
users
Professional edition: 76+ users

Quotes available with Web site
registration.

Enterprise:
$75 per user per month, up to
500 users

Hosted Service is available through
various Microsoft partners

* Share sales data among
teams
* Focus on the most profitable
deals
* Bring new sales agents up to
speed
* Present presentations and
proposals to customers
* Monitor quota progress and
business performance
* Central view of customer
issues
* Incident reporting
* Issue escalation
* Analytics to measure
effectiveness

* Lead conversion tools
* Sales tracking
* Analytics tools
* Complex price quote generation
tool
* Sales force management
* Sales literature creation
* Direct email marketing

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

* Only available with Premium and
Enterprise product versions
* Complete customer lifecycle support
* Activity scheduling and management

* Lead and campaign
management
* Email marketing
management
* Generate and monitor
campaigns across all channels
* Create web form pages for
lead capture
* Use customizable ROI reports
and dashboards

* Marketing campaign planning,
automation and management
* Email Marketing management
* Customization and automation
capabilities
* Reporting features integrate with
other MS apps

Features
Pricing per User

Sales Force Automation
Features

* Intuitive, easy to learn
* Real time analytics
* Hosted and Enterprise
solutions
* Customizable
* Document manager
* Collaboration tools like wikis,
blogs

Service and Support
Features

* Help desk software with multichannel capability
* Customized alerts and
processes
* Organizational accountability
* Manage contracts, assets,
time, materials

Marketing Features

* Cradle to Grave Visibility
* Total view of customer in
one place
* Integrated tools for
communications
* Quickly installed, easy to
use

Central case management
Automated routing
Auto-response email
Email management
Searchable Knowledgebase
Service contracts and scheduling

Complete customer view
Target marketing management
Project management and tracking tools
Forecasting features for sales managers
Reporting and analytics

* Central view of customer information
* Targeted marketing campaign features
* Real-time campaign monitoring
* Campaign analysis
* Activity management features
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